
Another update from OSASF!

Howdy Y'all:
 
There are a few matches in April. There are restrictions depending on the covid zone so check
with the clubs to be sure you can go.

Rule Review:

Oopsies on the Line (Part 3)

The shooter shoots four shots out of their first revolver then holsters. Shooter pulls second
revolver as TO says, "you still have one left in your first revolver". Shooter tables second revolver,
uncocked, and pulls first revolver shooting the fifth round. Shooter then picks second revolver up
from table and finishes shooting the string. (The shooter is not shooting gunfighter or B-Western.)
What is the penalty?

Rule: Only Gunfighters and B-Western categories allow two loaded revolvers “in hand” at the
same time. This may be corrected in regard to any other categories before cocking either one
without penalty.

Rule: The competitor shall not have two loaded revolvers in hand at once. (This may be corrected
before cocking either one without penalty.)

Definition: Revolver in hand – when the muzzle of the revolver clears the mouth of the holster, or
breaks contact with a prop where it was staged. (The part about “breaking contact with a prop”
only applies if the gun was originally staged on the prop in accordance with the stage
instructions.)

The Call:   Procedural

The second loaded revolver had cleared the mouth of the holster where it was when the stage
started. It is then considered to be "in hand", even though it was tabled. The shooter should have
reholstered it in order to correct the situation.  

Question:  What would the penalty be, if the shooter goes ahead and shoots the second pistol
then goes back and shoots last round out of first pistol? 
Answer: Since it is a 10-shot shooting string, there is no penalty as long as the "order of
engagement" on the targets is maintained.

Note: The T/O advising the shooter that he had a round left in the first revolver is proper
coaching, so there is no reshoot.

 
 
You can get my latest covid updates here.

The classifieds are still busy in spite of the covid induced slowdown. 
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You can help fight the gun ban by supporting advocacy groups such as The Gun Blog The
Canadian Shooting Sports Association, The Canadian Coalition for Firearms Rights or the
National Firearms Association (among others). If you want to donate to any of the legal
proceedings fighting the bans, there is info here.

Next Matches: Check with the clubs to be sure, pre-registration required
                          Wentworth Apr 4, Chatham Apr 10

Details are on the OSASF Website
Contact us here
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